ABSTRACT
Introduction 111 [I] (we t,his proceedings) we introduced a technique
in which a dynamical system is used to generate an approximation to the solution 6' * ( t ) of a nonlinear vector equation of the form F ( 0 , t ) = 0. As we saw in Example 4.1 of [1] , one may also pose the inverse of a time-varying matrix as a solution to an equation of the form F ( r , t j = 0. Square roots and other matrix functions may be posed similarly. Motivated by this realization, in this paper' we will furt.her investigate the use of dynamic inversion to construct dynamical systems that perform matrix inversion as well as polar decomposition.
Dynamical methods of matrix inversion have appeared in the neural network literature [4, 51. We will sho-cv in Section 3.1 that these neural Iietwork methods may be regarded as a special case of dynamic inversion. A decomposition related to polar decomposition has also appeared in Helmke and Moore [6] , though, as the authors point out, their method does not guarantee the positive definiteness of the symmet,-ric compoiicrit of t.he polar decomposition. The approaches of [4, 5, 61 are gradient methods and produce exact results asymptotically. In this paper, using dymmic inversion we will derive a system that produces i8iit: desired inverse and polar decomposition products AI. any preassigned time t l > 0.
In Example 4.1 of [l] we examined the applicat i m of dynamic inversion to the problem of inverting tiine-varying matrices where we assumed that a good t Control and Dynamical Systems, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, marsden@cds . caltech. edu .
'This paper is a condensed version of [a] . See also [3] , C h a p ter 3.
approximation existed for the inverse of the timevarying matrix at an initial time. In Section 2 we will show some further applications of time-varying matrix inversion. Motivated by the desire to obtain such initial inverses dynamically, in Section 3 we will consider the problem of inverting fixed matrices. By using a matrix homotopy from the identity we will recruit the results of Section 2 to produce exact inversion of positive definite fixed matrices in finite time. In Section 4 we will construct a dynamic inverter which produces the polar decomposition of a timevarying matrix. In Section 5 we revisit the problem of fixed matrix inversion and show how, combining homotopy with dynamic polar decomposition, we may dynamically produce the polar decomposition products as well as the inverse of any fixed matrix in finite time without requiring an initial guess at the inverse.
Inverting Time-Varying Matrices
We summarize the results of Example 4.1 of [l] in the following theorem.
is the group of n x n real nonsingular matrices, be C1 in t, with A ( t ) , A(t)-l, and A ( t ) 
Assume that the matrix M ( q ) is positive definite and symmetric for all q . It is often convenient., to express such systems in an explicit form, with ;j alone on the 0-7803-2685-7/95 $4.00 0 1995 IEEE left side of a second order ordinary differential equation. We will invert M ( q ) dynamically.
Let r = TT E R n X n be an estimator for M -l . 
Inversion of Fixed Matrices
In this section we consider two methods for the dynamic inversion of fixed matrices. In Section 5, relying on the methods of Section 4, we will consider another approach to the same problem. Fixed matrices may be inverted in a manner similar to the inversion of time-varying matrices as de- (6) is the standard least squares gradient flow (see [6] , Section 1.6) for the function
It is also the neural-network fixed matrix inverter of Wang [5] . Of course other gradient schemes may have the same solution though they may start from gradients of functions other than illMr-IIl; (See, for instance [4] ). In general, artificial neural networks are constructed so as to dynamically solve for the minimum of an energy function having a unique (at least locally) minimum, i.e. they realize gradient flows.
Dynamic Matrix Inversion in Finite Time
The dynamic matrix inverters (5) and (6) above have the potential disadvantage of producing an exact inverse only asymptotically as t + co. To correct this we now consider another method. If we could create a time-varying matrix H ( t ) that is invertible by inspection at t = 0, and that equals M at some known t > 0, say t = 1, then perhaps we could use the lechnique of Section 2 to invert H ( t ) . Then the solution of the dynamic inverter at time t = 1 would be M -l .
We require, of course, that, H ( t ) remain in GL(n, R) as t goes from 0 to 1. One ideal candidate for the initial value of the time varying matrix is the identity matrix I , since it is its own inverse.
Example 3.1 Let M be a fixed matrix in RnX". We wish to dynamically determine the inverse of M . Let 
~( t )
In the space of n x n matrices, t t-+ H(t) describes a t-parameterized line segment of matrices from the identity to M = H(1). From the last section we know how to dynamically invert a time-varying matrix given that we have an approximation of its inverse at time t = 0. In the present case the inverse at time t = 0 is just the identity I. We may invert H ( t ) by letting G[w, r, t] := r w and substituting 
H ( t ) for A ( t ) , and a(t)
. These two sets are disjoint and are separated by the codimension-1 manifold of singular n x n matrices.
A
In the following lemma we give specifies sufficient conditions on M for h(A, I , M ) to avoid singularity as X goes from 0 to 1. 
Since 1 # 0 we can divide (10) by -A to obtain But X can only satisfy (11) 
Polar Decomposition for Timevarying Matrices
.In this section we will show how dynamic inversion may be used to perform polar decomposition and inversion of a time-varying matrix. We will assume that 
A ( t ) E GL(n,Iw), and that A(t), A(t), and A(t)-'
-I = 0 is P ( t ) -' .
Now having P(t)-', from A(t) = P(t)u(t) we get U ( t ) = P ( t ) -l A ( t ) , P(t)2 = A(t)A(t)T, and P ( t ) =
Since P ( t ) is a symmetric n x n matrix, it is parameterized by s(n) := n(n + 1)/2 elements. We will construct the dynamic inverter that produces P-l ( t ) , which is also positive definite and symmetric, in the space EX"("). Choose an ordered basis , L? = {/3z}iEs(n) for the n x n real-valued symmetric matrices S(n, Iw).
For any z E R"(") there corresponds a unique matrix zm E S(n,Iw) where the correspondence is through the expansion of xm in the ordered basis p,
P ( t ) -l A ( t ) A ( t ) T .

zm =
zip; E S(n,R).
(13)
G s ( n )
Conversely, for any X E S(n,R), let Xv denote the vector of the expansion coefficients of
i€s (.) in the basis / 3 so that Xv = x. Then
Let
where A ( t ) := A(t)A(t)T. Let x* be a solution of F ( z , t ) = 0. Then x : is a symmetric square root of
Nothing in the form of F ( x , t ) enforces the posztive definzteness of the solution z y ( t ) . For instance, for each solution x:(t), -z y ( t ) is also a solution. Each solution f I-+ x , ( t ) is, however, isolated as long as
D l F ( z , , t ) is nonsingular. We will show below that the nonsingularity of A(t) implies the nonsingularity of D1F(x,,t). Thus if z(0) is sufficiently close to (P(O)-l)', then z ( t ) -+ (P(O)-l)' exponentially.
Therefore, we can ,and will enforce the positive definiteness of x(t)" b y choice of initial conditions.
The Lyapunov Map
We will use a linear dynamic inverse for F ( x , t ) based upon the matrix inverse of DlF(z.,t). We will estimate this matrix inverse using dynamic inversion. It is not immediately obvious, however, that D l F ( z , , t ) is invertible. In this subsection we will consider the invertibility of D l F ( x , , t ) .
Let F ' ( X , t ) := F ( X V , t ) . Then Differentiating
F ' ( X , t ) = X A ( t ) X -I
The representation of LA(t)X(Y) on matrices Y ex-
F ( X , t ) . Y " . Thus the matrix D l F ( X , t ) is invertible if and only if L,qt)x is an invertible map. We will refer to a map of the form
as a Lyapunov map due to its relation to the Lya- 
Dynamic Polar Decomposition
The estimator for .DlF(z,,t)-' will be denoted r E Rs(n)Xs((n), so that D1F(z,,t)-' = r,. Using r , we may define a dynaimic inverse for F ( z , t ) . Let G :
RIw"(") x IRS(n)xs((n) + RS(("); ( t u , F ) G(tu,r) be defined by
This makes G(w, r') a dynamic inverse for F ( z , t ) =
For an estimate of k* we first differentiate F ( 2 , I t ) = 0, 
F-qz*,r*,t) = o
For an estimator for f*, we differentiate with respect to t , solve for r*, and substitute z and r for x* and r, respectively to get
E Y (~, r, t ) := -r -D~F (~, t )
. r.
(' ) / I . = E ( r J , t ) (27) Combining the E's, F's, and G's from (23)' (16), (20), (27), (24), and (25), we obtain the dynamic inverter
Combining the results above with the dynamic inversion theorem, Theorem 3.1 of [I] gives the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1 Let A(t) be in GL(n,R) for all t E
R+. Let the polar decomposition of A(t) be A ( t ) =
P(t)U(t) with P ( t ) E S ( n , R ) the positive definite symmetric square root ofA(t) := A(t)A(t)T and U ( t ) E o (~, R >
for all t E R+. Let x be in IR$("), and let r be in Rs((")xs(("). Let ( z ( t ) 
(z(o), ~( 0 ) ) is sufficiently close to ((P(o)-')', DlF((P(O)-')' then
A ( t ) (~( t ) )~ exponentially converges to P ( t ) , 2. (~( t ) )~A ( t ) exponentially converges to U ( t ) , and 3. A ( t ) ( (~( t ) ) " ) ' exponentially converges to A(t)-'
0
An example of the polar decomposition of a 2 x 2 matrix will illustrate our results.
Example 4.2 Let
Dynamic inversion of A(t) using (28) was simulated over the interval t E [0, 81 using the adaptive stepsize Runge-Kutta integrator ode45 from Matlab, with the default tolerance of Initial conditions were set to be
where e, = [-0.55,0.04, -2.48IT is an error that has been deliberately added to demonstrate the error transient of the dynamic inverter. The value of p was set to 10. For more details of this example see [2] . Figure 1 shows loglo(Ilz(t)mA(t)z(t)m -Illm) indicating the extent to which zm, the estimator for
P ( t ) -l fails to be the square root of A(t) = A(t)A(t)T.
n Remark 4.3 It is interesting to note that P ( t ) -' , besides being a solution to zmA(t)xm -I = 0 is also a solution to A(-t)(x")' -I = 0 as well as (zm)'A(t) -I = 0. But A(t)(zm)'-l and (z")'A(t)-I are not, in general, symmetric even when A ( t ) and zm are symmetric. Though exponential convergence is still guaranteed when using these forms, the flow of r is not confined to S ( n , R ) . Using these forms would increase the number of equations in the dynamic inverter by
since, not only would the right hand side of the top equation of (28) no longer -be symmetric, but I' would be n2 x n2 rather than s(n) x s t . ) .
A
Polar Decomposition and Inversion of Fixed Matrices
In the dynamic inversion techniques of Sections 2
and 4 we assumed that we had avaiiable an approximation of A-'(O) with which to set r(0) in the dy- 
where P is meant to approximate P and U is meant to approximate U . Asymptotically, this system produces products P, and U, satisfying A -P,U, = 0 for almost all initial conditions as t -+ 00. A difficulty with this approach, as the authors point out,
is that positive definiteness of the approximator P is not guaranteed. The method we describe in this section provides polar decomposition of any nonsingular matrix in finite time, with the positiveness of P guaranteed. It will be seen that our method does not rely upon a gradient structure. = -r ( @ F ( z , t,) \+E(z'r) . r 
Summary
We have seen how the polar decomposition and inversion of time varying and fixed matrices may be accomplished by continuous-time dynamical systems. Our results are easily modified to provide solutions for time varying and fixed linear equations of the form A(t)z = b.
Standard discrete matrix inversion routines do not take advantage of one's knowledge of A(t). Dynamic inversion, on the other hand, by utilizing derivative estimation based upon such knowledge, may lead to increases in computational efficiency. We have also seen that dynamic inversion in the matrix context provides a useful and general conceptual framework through which to view other methods of dynamic computation such as neural networks.
